
Chapter 4504 

Once inside, there was a luxurious meeting room with a mini-bar. 

The table of the mini-bar was already full of fresh fruits, desserts, and snacks, 

While the wine rack at the back was also full of a wide range of high-end 

drinks. 

Through the minibar, there are two sets of sofas sitting opposite each other in 

the central position, 

And further ahead after the parlor, there are two rows of sofas facing the 

floor-to-ceiling windows, 

Which are the area for watching the show. 

Tasha introduced to Charlie and Claire: “Master Wade, Mrs. Wade, the boxes 

here have special soundproofing measures, 

“So the people next door will not cause any interference to you,” 

“And the floor-to-ceiling windows in front are one-way glass,” 

“So there is no need to worry about the outside seeing the inside.” 

Claire said with some concern, “Miss Chen, the sound insulation here is so 

good,” 

“And there is such a large piece of glass, then listening to the concert from 

inside will not be affected right?” 

Claire is Sara’s faithful iron fan, for her, to see Sara’s concert, 



The most important thing is the audio-visual effect, in case the audio-visual 

effect is greatly reduced, 

Even in the luxury VIP room, it will definitely be very regrettable. 

Tasha saw Claire’s concern, pointing to the upper left and right corners of the 

floor-to-ceiling windows, 

As well as the sides and top of the sofa, and said to her: 

“Mrs. Wade need not worry about the audio-visual effect like you just said,” 

“The box has soundproofing measures, and the front glass is also thicker,” 

“So from here to see the performance, the sound of the outside audio will 

indeed weaken a lot,” 

“Therefore, the box is installed with a 7.4.4 embedded panoramic sound 

system,” 

“Te audio of the live performance will be played directly through the audio 

system,” 

“Which can effectively filter the noise of the audience,” 

“The effect of immersive experience is better, and the volume is also 

adjustable,” 

“The overall audio-visual effect will be better than the infield.” 

Claire breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Then I’m relieved ……” 

Tasha nodded and said to the two people: “Master Wade, Mrs. Wade, our staff 

prepared the drinks and desserts in advance,” 



“There are also bathrooms inside the box, so after the show starts, for your 

viewing experience,” 

“The waiters will not take the initiative to come to the door if you have any 

needs,” 

“You can directly press the call bell, our staff will come to you,” 

“In addition also please try not to go out during the performance,” 

“There is no staff stationed outside, the performance began and it will be too 

noisy,” 

“In case there is any unexpected situation, it may be difficult to respond in 

time.” 

Charlie knew that Tasha was implicitly reminding Claire not to go out as much 

as possible, 

As for Charlie himself, non-essential circumstances will certainly not go out, 

So as to avoid the possibility of meeting with Grandma’s family as much as 

possible. 

Claire, who knew Tasha’s intention, said almost without thinking, 

“Miss Chen don’t worry, we are not going anywhere.” 

Tasha smiled faintly, then looked at the time and said, 

“There are some VIPs sitting in the next box tonight, they will arrive in ten 

minutes,” 

“I have to go and receive them, so I won’t bother you two anymore.” 



Claire nodded and said, “If Miss Chen has something to do, go and get busy, 

don’t mind us.” 

“Okay.” Tasha nodded and said to Charlie again, “Mr. Wade, then I will go out 

first.” 

After she left, Charlie sat down on the sofa in the meeting area, 

Thinking that his grandparents would arrive in ten minutes, 

His heart was once again filled with nervousness and apprehension. 

Claire saw that Charlie’s state was not right, so she sat beside him and asked 

with concern: 

“What’s wrong with you, husband? Are you not feeling well?” 

Charlie smiled faintly and said, 

“These days always running back and forth between two places, maybe I am a 

little tired.” 

Claire said somewhat self-critical: “If I had known we would not have driven 

here,” 

“You must have been quite tired driving all the way, and accompanied me 

everywhere ……” 

After saying that, she hurriedly said: “We will not go anywhere tomorrow,” 

“Just take a good rest in the hotel, I’ll drive back tomorrow.” 

Charlie laughed: “No, I’ll rest for a while, don’t you worry.” 



Claire thought Charlie was trying to be strong, so she took his hand and said 

softly, 

“Honey, if you feel tired in the future, tell me in advance,” 

“We can change any plan, but the body must be put first.” 

Charlie nodded gently and smiled, “Don’t worry wife, I know.” 

Claire slightly leaned on Charlie’s shoulder and whispered, 

“Let’s turn down the sound a little later, if you are tired, you can sleep here for 

a while.” 

Charlie saw Claire so concerned about him, and also can’t help but be a little 

touched, 

Slightly swept her up in his arms, the heart also felt a lot more solid. 

About ten minutes later, Charlie’s keen sense of hearing then caught noisy 

footsteps. 

As the footsteps got closer, he heard Tasha’s voice: 

“Grandpa, Grandma, this is the box arranged for you all tonight!” 

At this time, he heard a familiar and unfamiliar voice, 

His grandmother said with a very gentle smile, 

“Thank you little Chen, also help us thank Sara, this time certainly it is no less 

trouble for you!” 

Although he hadn’t heard his grandmother’s voice again for many years, 

Charlie still recognized it at once. 



His body also involuntarily shook because of Grandma’s voice, 

And Claire on the side hurriedly raised her head and asked, “What’s wrong 

with you, husband?” 

Charlie was slightly stunned, then calmed down a bit and said in a hurry, 

“Nothing, I almost fell asleep just now ……” 

 


